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NSU severs ties with primate
company under investigation

Blockbuster:

Time's up

, ......
COURTESY OF WWW.BOSTON.COM

Blockbuster stores are closing due to a file for
bankruptcy on Sept. 23.

COURTESY OF WWWONEPLANETONEPERSON.COM

Hnttcn by.'
GiWiana Scagliotti

Pictures of monkeys suspected of animal neglect and abuse were published online causing an investigation of the company allegedly responsible, Primate Products.

Written by:
Veronica Isidron
NSU once employed the
services of Primate Products, a
Miami-based company that provides
primates to research labs and
universities for research. However,
in early September, the company was
reported on NBC Miami news for
possible animal neglect and abuse of
its primates.
The report sparked media and
animal rights activist investigations.
Further speculation of wrong-doing
was leaked along with photos of

monkeys with gashes on their heads.
Don Anthony from Animal
Rights Foundation of Florida,
said, "A letter was sent over to
NSU, urging them to stop doing
business with Primate Products and
notification was received that NSU
will no longer be doing business
with Primate Products."
However, Gary Margules Sc.D.,
vice president for Research and
Technology Transfer, said NSU had
already ended the relationship with
Primate Products after successful
completion of their research project.
Justin Goodman, associate
director for PETA's Laboratory

Investigations Department, said
photos of the primates were posted
online anonymously. The photos
showed primates with bloody gashes
on their faces, skulls and bodies.
Melissa Bowers, first-year
dental student, said, "I think it is
necessary to use animals in research,
but I think it's important to treat them
respectfully and not abuse them."
Appu Rathinavelu, associate
dean of Institutional Planning and
Development for the College of
Pharmacy and executive director of
Rambaugh-Goodwin Institute for
Cancer Research, said all animals
used for research by NSU are

acquired through approved vendors.
These vendors are required to follow
all protocols and procedures in order
to maintain a safe environment for
its animals.
He said that animal research
at NSU is propo!)ed by ~ faculty
member and may involve students
taking part in the research. The
researcher must complete a 12to IS-page proposal detailing the
specifics on the research they are
seeking to complete.
A committee made up of NSU
scientists and a non-scientist not
affiliated with NSU, must approve
SEE PRIMATES 2

Campus Starbucks offers lo'Wer prices
than sister stores
Written by:
Alyssa Sterkel
Although Starbucks raised the
prices of some of their beverages
in early October, the Starbucks on
campus will not increase its prices.
"We are not adjusting our prices.
Our prices are going to remain as is
for the rest of the university'S fiscal
year. Every spring we re-evaluate
our prices," said Robert Genser,
Chartwells resident district manager.
"Our Starbucks prices are lower than
any other corporate store. We are
lower on 98 percent of our drinks,

trying to give our students the best
deal possible."
The price of green Arabica
coffee and raw ingredients such as
dairy, sugar and cocoa have risen
to record highs this year. Therefore,
Starbucks has risen the price of
frappuccinos, lattes, and other
complex drinks.
Ana Ramirez, freshman psychology major, said she thinks
she would be affected by the
price increase.
"I drink coffee at Starbucks
almost daily and I don't want
to spend that much money on
coffee because I'm on a budget,"
SEE STARBUCKS 2

PHOTO BY A. RODRIGUEZ

Students can enjoy Starbucks at the same price on campus, while other locations plan to increase prices.

Not many people make it a
Blockbuster night anymore. On Sept.
23, the movie rental company filed
for bankruptcy.
Blockbuster earned less in
its second quarter of 2010 than its
second quarter of 2009, mostly due
to store closures, decline in store
sales, and an inability to be easily
traded in the market, according to the'
Blockbuster Web site.
Competition from companies
like Netflix and On Demand were
some of Blockbuster's problems
and Ramdas Chandra, associate
professor of International Business,
said even these options will vanish
over time through online streaming.
When Netflix started, many doubted
its longevity. Blockbuster started
offering options of in-store or online
rentals, while Netflix was more
online, Chandra said.
"Netflix came out with a
stronger online program. They
were better at it than Blockbuster,
especially around the '.com' era," he
said. "Netflix's streaming capability
has made them even stronger."
Blockbuster came into the
online game late, said Chandra.
If Blockbuster wants to survive,
they have to reinvent their ways, said
Chandra. They have access to a lot of
networks and should move towards
streaming and skip mail/ordering.
But, they can't do it alone, he said.
"Right now, I don't think
they're going to last very long,"
said Chandra.
Diana Karpowicz, graduate
international business student said,
"I used to use Blockbuster years
ago, very frequently, but then prices
started shooting high for rentals."
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the Health Profession Division, but
these facilities are not equipped to
handle large animals.
Jonni Meek,
licensing

Times Square bomber gets
life sentence
On Oct. 5, a Manhattan judge
sentenced Faisal Shahzad to
life in prison for a botched Times
Square car bombing on May 1.
After sentencing, the 31-year-old
Pakistani-American warned the
court that the war with Islamic
extremists had just begun . U.S.
District Judge Miriam Cedarbaum,
who sentenced Shahzad, noted
that he failed to show remorse for
his actions. She also said that this
sentence would act as a deterrent
to those inclined to follow Shahzad's
actions in the future .
Twitter co-founder and CEO
steps down
On Oct. 5, Twitter co-founder
Evan Williams stepped down as
chief executive officer, handing
the position over to Dick Costolo,
a Google veteran hired by the
company in 2009. Williams said
that he wants to focus on his true
passion, which is developing new
things for the company and product strategy.
New language discovered in India
Linguists discovered a language
in the far northeastern corner of
India. A team of linguists working
on a National Geographic project
uncovered the language, known
as Koro , in the state of Arunachal
Pradesh. It is a member of the
Tibeto-Burman language family,
has only 800 to 1,200 speakers and
is unwritten.
Obama praises community
colleges
On Oct. 5, President Barack Obama
expressed his belief that "community
colleges are the unsung heroes of
American education" because they
help train students for high-tech jobs
of the 21 st century. He said they
were one of the keys to the future
of our economy. He also announced
a new five-year, $35 million project
sponsored by the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation to reduce college
dropout rates .

the

U. S.

and Plant Health Inspection Service,
said the USDA oversees and inspects
companies like Primate Products.
Inspections are done once a year
when

the

inspector reviews

the

company's records for the year.
A ccordi ng to public records of
the inspections, Primate Products
is in compliance with the law, but
Meek confirmed that a complaint has
been filed against the company.

Town hall meeting with
NSU chancellor
Chancellor Ray Ferrero Jr. will
host a town hall meeting on Nov.
3 at 12:15 p.m. in the Don Taft
University Center Pit. He is inviting
all students to attend and participate
in a Question and Answer session .
Free ice-cream sundaes will be
provided. For more information,
contact the Office of Special Events
and Projects at (954) 262-7283.

Florida Marlins to host job fair
The Florida Marlins will host a
job fair from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Nov. 2 at Sun Life Stadium . The
job fair is meant to fill internship
positions that include game day and
seasonal positions in administration,
baseball operations, broadcasting,
community foundation, community
outreach, corporate sales, finance,
game presentation and events,
marketing, media relations, photography,
sales,
reception
and
strength and conditioning.

at

Department of Agriculture's Animal

Write your academic paper better
"Tools for Success" will host a
workshop on academic writing on
Oct. 19 at 12 p.m. in the Rosenthal
Student Center, Room 200. The
session will discuss topics such
as academic language, how to
best
answer
an
assignment,
and how to format an academic
paper. The workshop is open to all
undergraduates with a SharkCard.
Free lunch will be provided.

NSU offers first Ph.D.
in pharmacy
.
NSU's College of Pharmacy is the
first school in South Florida to offer
a Ph.D. in pharmacy. The p-rogram
started with four students expected
to receive the degree in four to
five years. Students will complete
coursework and research on how
pharmaceutical drugs are used
and developed.

inspection and

assistant

To read more about Primate
Products and the primates , visit
the following Web sites. Warning:
Photos are disturbing.
www.animalrightsflorida.org/
Alerts.html
www . p eta . 0 rg/ b/th e peta
files/arch i ve/tags/
Primate+Products+lnc_2EOO_/
default.aspx

COURTESY OF WWW.NEGOTIATIONISOVER .COM

Disturbing photos of primates with gashes to their heads, faces and bodies were published online anonymously. PETA and the USDA are investigating whether
animal abuse or neglect took place.
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Internal inspections are

The schools most I involved in

www.nbcmiami .com/news/
local-beat/Leaked-PhotosLead -to- P ri m ate- LabProtest-102423629.html

"The FDA requires new drugs
be

tested

To search for Primate Products'
inspections, visit:

on animals before

http :/ / acissearch . aphis.
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The NSU Oceanographic Cen-

To request a copy of the
complaint, call 301-734-8296.

ter may conduct research on fish
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A college student living on a tight budget
V1Iiitten

~y:

Alek Culpepper
Alek Culpepper is a sophomore
communication studies major. He is
interested in journalism and loves
to read. He describes himself as a
theater junkie and has performed
in many plays. His favorite quote
is, "Life is not measured by the
number of breaths you take, but
by the moments that take your
breath away. "
50 bucks. It could get you
a single steak at a fine-dining
restaurant or it could feed you pretty
darn well for a week.
Moving to an apartment . off
campus for my sophomore year was
great, but there are a few things I
miss about living on campus. On
campus, I didn't have to worry about

having enough rent money at the
beginning of each month and I had a
meal plan. Now, I have to keep track
of every dollar I spend.
One of the most important
things I have learned in college is
how to budget my money. I work
full time and I'm also a full-time
student. After I figure out how much
money I need for rent and other
household bills, I allow myself $50
a week for things such as food, gas
and entertainment.
I start the week by planning
out what I need from the store.
I only go once a week and get
enough to last me for that week.
Before I head out to the store, I find
coupons. Why anyone pays full price
is beyond me. I find most of my
coupons at www.redplum.com and
www.coupons.com
A typical food list for me

consists of rice, noodles, dry beans,
canned foods and pasta. I round it out
with fresh veggies, meat and dairy
products. Then I create a "planned
leftovers" scheme. One day rll have
meatloaf, rice and green beans, then
the next day I'll make fried rice
using the leftover rice and add some
stir fry veggies. Or I'll make pasta
and tomato sauce using crumbled
meatloaf in the sauce. It's all about
thinking ahead when it comes to
living on such a low budget. I plan
each meal and think how I can
reuse leftovers to create cheap and
tasty dishes.
Then comes the first of every
month - the worst time of the
month for me - when bills are due.
There are things that I do to keep me
from unplugging the phone when
bill collectors call. For instance, I
unplug all my household appliances

FACULTY SPOTLIGHT: TIM DIXON
Written

~:

COURTESY OF TIM DIXON

the Pacific and attended law school
at Santa Clara University. Although
he had his own law practice, he
didn't feel happy.
"After twelve, fifteen years, I
lost my enthusiasm for the law," he
said. "One of the problems when
you practice law is that you can't
pick and choose your clients. I found
myself representing people who I
had personal moral objections to
and you have to suspend those moral
objections and represent people. I
didn't like doing that. I said, 'That's
not for me.' I said, 'I want to do
something else."
After writing fiction for a
few years and studying history at
the University of Alabama, Dixon
entered NSU in 2000 as an assistant
professor. He said that he doesn't
regret leaving law.
"I'd have a lot more money, but
I enjoy myself more teaching than I
did in practice," he said. "And at the
end of the day, the question is 'Are
you earning a living and are you
happy with what you're doing?' and

I'm going, 'Yeah.' NSU is a great
place to teach."
When he's not teaching, Dixon enjoys watching football and
cheering for his favorite teams
Crimson Tide from the University
of Alabama and the San Francisco
4gers. He likes playing challenging
card games, Wii and Xbox. Dixon
also enjoys reading fiction and
writing articles to present what he
has learned, but his favorite hobby
is learning.
"I read a lot of history because
I enjoy it a lot and I read newspapers
and magazines and journals, not
just to keep up with my field but
because I find it interesting Simply
to learn new things," he said. "If I
had to name a hobby it'd be learning
new things."
And learning new things is
what Dixon is happiest doing.
"The big question is 'Do you
like yourself?' when it comes down
to it," he said. "And I do. And so,
that's enough. I like my job and I like
my life."

strict budget, they ask, "How do you
have any fun with that budget?" I
may adhere to some strict spending,
but I don' t live under a rock and I do
have some fun on this budget.
To me, going out with friends
to a theater to watch the latest
action film is a great night out. I
found a perfect movie theater here
in Davie called Cinema 8, which
on certain days, plays movies for
just five bucks - no tax. You can't
beat that.
Living on such a tight budget
has really taught me how to save
and make smart choices with my
money, and I must say that living on
this new limited budget has made me
understand the value of a dollar.

~:

KerenMoros

Tim Dixon is an associate professor in the Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences.

Alek Culpepper is a sophomore communication '
studies major who prides himself on budgeting his
money well.

Filling in the
school year gaps
Written

KerenMoros
Tim Dixon, associate professor
of legal studies and history, hopes
that most people can say that they
are as happy with their lives as he is.
"Everything can't be perfect,"
he said. "If you can't adjust to that,
then you won't like your life, but
that's not realistic."
It's the same adjustment that
he teaches his students who plan
to go to law schooL Dixon said
that he tries to be realistic with his
legal studies students to get them to
understand that the transition from
undergraduate school to law school
is difficult. He said he hopes he
can give them information on what
to expect.
"Unfortunately, I'm afraid that
some of the students really do get
frightened by it," he said. "But like
any new experience, you can be
unsettled by it. But all you have to do
is think, 'Hey, look at the thousands
of people who are lawyers.' Most
students know at least one lawyer
and they're able to think, 'Well, you
know, I can do that.' That's what you
have to grab onto. Lots of people
do it, so it can't be impossible. It's
simply recognizing the dedication
that you have to have to succeed in
law schooL"
Dixon said that he enjoys students' interest, optimism
and enthusiasm.
"They're active and they really
have good intentions," he said. "For
the most part, they're really nice
people. They're interested in each
other. They still have the opportunity
to have their eyes opened to brand
new things. They're willing to
face new challenges and I think
that's wonderful."
Dixon completed his undergraduate degree at the University of

while I sleep and while I'm at work
or schooL I also keep my thermostat
at 78 degrees and turn it off when I
leave home. And I use low-watt light
bulbs in all my lamps. These little
things cut my bills in almost half.
Another big problem I face
in my budget system is gas money.
My money balance depletes as fast
as I pour gas into my car. At the
beginning of each week, I put $10
worth of gas in my car. That doesn't
sound like enough to get me around,
but I only drive to places that are
too far out of my walking range. For
instance, walking to school is not a
huge problem since I can literally
see the DeSantis Building from my
apartment window. And I work on
Davie Boulevard, which takes me
about five minutes to get to even on
days with high traffic.
When others hear about my

A lot can happen ' in a year.
Taking time off from school or work
to expand knowledge and experience
is one of them.
In college, this is often referred
to as a gap year.
Don Rosenblum, Ph.D., dean
of the Farquhar College of Arts and
Sciences, said he defines a gap year
as time out between high school
and college or between college and
graduate work or between graduate
work and a professional career.
Rosenblum said that he believes
that gap years can be beneficial to
students and can help them discover
what their focuses are.
"It can't be a vacation or
vegging out on a couch," he said. "It
has to be purposeful and planned. It
can generate new plans or confirm
one's purpose."
Carleen Pallante, assistant
director of campus relations in the
Office of Career Development,
said students might take a gap
year before graduate school if they
haven't figured out what they want
to do. Pallante said students can get
a job or volunteer in a field they are
interested in or interview people
who are in the field.
"Sometimes students will
volunteer with the Peace Corps or
AmeriCorps and find out more about
what kind of job they would like in
the future or maybe they just want
to make a difference before they
go into the actual working world,"
she said.
Pallante said that the only waste
of a gap year would be not thinking
about the future and that students
need to make the most of their time.
She said that students should know
what their goals are before pursuing
graduate schooL

. "If you needed .t o hav:~~ a
graduate degree for the career that
you choose, then you definitely
should go on to grad school," she
said. "If you're not sure about the
career options that you want, getting
a job might be a better option for you
so that you actually get experience
and know a little bit more about what
you want to do."
Junior business administration
major Johnny Brooks, said that even
though he's not sure if he's going to
graduate school, he wouldn't take a
gap year.
"I would just go straight forward
because I'm already in the mode," he
said. "And if I take a year off, I'll
experience what I'll be experiencing
after graduate schooL I'm not going
to be enthused about going back
to school."
Rosenblum said that for a lot of
students, college is simply another
part of life, so a gap year is a stepping
stone to another stage.
"A student who takes a gap year
finds that he or she comes back to
school with a new commitment," he
said. "It's not just another year. It's
an experience you can't get while
you're in schooL"
Rosenblum said that he believes
that a student who takes a gap year
will probably be a better candidate
for graduate schooL
"They will . be more relaxed
and be more mature with more life
experience under their belt," he said.
Amy Peters, junior dance major,
agreed. She said she might consider
taking a gap year if she doesn't get
into graduate school.
"If you're trying to get to grad
school and you don't for some
reason, then you can have that year
to maybe increase your knowledge
more or try again the next year,"
she said.
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What you should know about
Florida's gubernatorial candidates
Midterm elections are on Nov. 2. There are three candidates running for senator and
two candidates running for governor. NSU will host the candidates in two debates on
Oct. 19 and Oct. 20. Based on information gathered from the candidates' campaign
publications, this is who they are and where they stand on pressing issues.

Written by:
Annarely Rodriguez

Alex Sink, Democrat
Running for Governor
Alex Sink has served as Florida's
chief ~nancial officer for the
past four years and has been a
businesswoman for 26 years.
The issues:
» Education: As part of her
platform, Alex Sink plans to make
Pre-kindergarten education stronger
by plaCing a teacher with a bachelor's
degree in every classroom and track
absenteeism, behavioral problems
and failing grades to prevent students
from dropping out.
» Energy: To reduce the state's
dependency on foreign oil, Sink
proposes the development of a solar
program for homes and businesses.
To do so, she plans to increase the
federal government's investment in
Florida;s alternative energy research.
» Environment: Sink is against
offshore drilling and supports the
Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan.
» Government accountabili9':
Sink plans to rewrite state
regulations so that everyone can
understand them. This way, people
will know where the state's budget
is going.
» Immigration: Sink believes
that it is up to the federal government
to control illegal immigration. However, to control the problem Sink
plans to ensure that companies
that hire illegal immigrants pay a
high fee .

Rick Scott, Republican
Running for Governor
Rick Scott is a Navy veteran and
has been a businessman for the past
23 years.
The issues:
» Education: Rick Scott wants
to prepare children to get goodpaying jobs, even if they do not
go to college. He plans to measure
students' readiness for higher
education and reward teachers depending how well their students do
on assessment tests.
» Energy: Scott supports
offshore drilling. However, he said
he would enforce tighter regulations

to ensure Florida's coastline and its
ecosystems are not affected.
» Environment: Scott said he
wants to protect Florida's natural
resources and the Everglades.
» Government accountabili9':
Scott · plans to hold government
agencies accountable for the way
they spend money. He will ask each
agency to make a plan for how they
will spend the money they are given.
» Immigration: Scott supports
immigration laws like Arizona's. He
believes that if someone is illegal,
that person is breaking the law. As
governor, he will require all Florida
businesses to check the immigration
status of their employees.

Kendrick Meek, Democrat
Running for Senator
Kendrick Meek is the son of former
congresswoman Carrie Meek. He
has served as the representative for
the 17th Congressional District of
Florida for eight years.
The issues:
» Economy: Kendrick Meek
supported the Recovery Act of 2009
and the Employee Free Choice Act,
which allows workers to unionize.
» Education: Meek believes
people have high expectations
of teachers and wants to invest
in early childhood, bilingual and
special education.
» Health care: Meek supports
the health care reform because
he believes everyone should
have access to affordable, quality
health care.
» Immigration: He opposes
immigration laws like Arizona's.
Instead, he believes in facilitating the
naturalization process.
» Offshore drilling: Meek opposes offshore drilling. He believes
that Florida should instead focus
in developing alternative energy
resources, such as solar.

Charlie Crist, Independent
Running for Senator
Charlie Crist has served as Florida s
governor for the past four years.
The issues:
»
Economy:
Charlie Crist
signed the New Markets Development Program to provide tax
incentives
for
businesses
to
create jobs.

» Education: Crist supports
the Race to the Top program.
He believes in strengthening the
state's education system, so that
students can compete with international students.
» Health care: As governor,
Crist signed into law Cover Florida,
which he hoped would give
Floridians access to affordable,
accessible and quality health care.
» Immigration : While Crist
does not favor an amnesty law for
illegal immigrants, he favors a law
that would facilitate the process for
them to become legal citizens;.
» Offshore drilling: Crist
thinks it should be up to Florida's
residents to decide whether to make
offshore drilling unconstitutional,
but he is in favor of a ban on drilling leases.

Marco Rubio, Republican
Running for Senator
Marco Rubio served in the Florida
House of Representatives from
2000-2008.
The issues:
» Economy: Marco Rubio has
a 12-step plan to help the economy.
One of the steps is cutting taxes on
businesses. Another one is to end
double taxation.
» Education: To improve the
state's education, RUDio has another
12-step plan, which includes cutting
taxes on education, giving grants
depending on performance, and
improving parental information of
schools' performances.
» Health care: Rubio opposes
President Obama's health care
reform. He has a plan to make health
care accessible and affordable to
citizens. His plan includes increasing
the number of community health
centers and giving individuals the
same tax break that businesses
receive when they buy insurance.
» Immigration: Rubio believes
it is up to the federal government to
control illegal immigration.
» Offshore drilling: While he
has a plan to help the coast's economy
recover from the oil spill, Rubio
does not oppose further drilling. In
fact, he believes that drilling holds
the answer to independence from
foreign oil.
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Soldiers kill
for sport in
Mghanistan
H'1itten by:
KerenMoros
All is fair in love and war, but
fighting a war isn't as glamorous and
desirable as fighting for love.
In May, five soldiers from a 2nd
Infantry Division brigade of troops
stationed in Afghanistan admitted
to murdering three Afghan civilians.
Some of the soldiers even took
pictures of themselves next to the
corpses and others kept body parts
as souvenirs.
David Kilroy, associate professor of history, said that he believes
that in any war the U.S. has fought,
there are some incidents in which
soldiers behaved contrary to both
martial and civilian law.
"There are examples from
World War II," he said. "There are
examples from the Korean War.
There're examples from the U.S.
occupation of the Philippines in the
early 20th century, so this is not
really that unusual."
Kilroy said that a lot of these
incidents seem to happen when
soldiers are occupying territories
where civilian populations are often
hostile to their presence and feel
very vulnerable.
"1 think in a lot of these incidents occur against the backdrop
of guerilla war where the enemy
disappears in the civilian population
and soldiers can't distinguish
between combat and noncombat,"
he said.
Kilroy said that soldiers suffer
from significant stress because their
lives are constantly in danger.
"They don't feel like they're
ever able to take on the enemy in a
formal battlefield, and sometimes,
therefore, they might act out in a
way that takes out their anger and
frustrations on a civilian population,"
Kilroy said.
Rondrea McKinnis, senior
business administration, has three
army veterans in her family: her
father, her uncle and her grandfather.
She said she was disgusted at the
soldiers' behaviors.

"That was not the whole point
of this war," she said. "That's how
you spend your time - making a
mockery of things? You sit there
and disgrace our country's name by
killing people for fun? You're just
as bad as you say they were because
their children were walking · around
with guns."
According to Jason E. Piccone,
Ph.D., assistant professor of social
psychology, dehumanization is the
key factor in incidents like these.
"I think a lot of these men
have these ideals of serving for this
country and fighting for their ideals,"
he said. "1 think there's a beauty in
that and then they get on the ground
and they see the reality of it: That
they don't know who their enemy
is, that they're disenfranchised with
their mission. I think they're faced
with a reality that pushes them away
from themselves, which also helps
push them toward dehumanization."
Piccone also said that soldiers
aren't the only people in danger
of dehumanization.
"We all think that we would
never do some of these terrible
things, but so many studies have
shown that an average person off
the streets will do the same atrocious
things that these people would do
given the circumstance," he said.
Kilroy agreed. He said that
many of the soldiers currently in
active combat are still teenagers
or in their early 20s. Being trained
to kill at such a young age, along
with fighting in rotations and the
pressure to perform well in comba.t
present serious psychological problems, he said. However, he said,
soldiers who act wrongly, as in the
case of these soldiers, are usually
held accountable.
"In defense of the U.S. position,
I think you can make a fairly strong
argument that the United States
does bring these soldiers to account.
Maybe only after the fact, but there
is some accounting. These incidents
are not always hushed up," he said.

Europe is not the only study abroad option
Written by:
Alyssa Sterkel
When it comes to traveling, some students
forget that there are other parts of the world
besides Europe.
Barry Barker, associate professor in the
Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences said
that Europe is not always the best choice.
"Trips to Europe are a waste because
they are nothing more than an extension of the
American culture," said Barker. "Students who
are in the United States, despite their ethnicity
or background, need to travel to understand
what's going on in the world."
Peru, the Galapagos Islands and Ecuador
are three of the countries that NSU's travel

study program has offered students to travel.
This correlates recent statistics that the number
of travel study programs going to more remote
and developing countries is rising. According
to the Institute of International Education,
travel study programs are up 19 percent in
China, 14 percent in Japan and Argentina, and
20 percent in India.
Todd VanIderstine, senior environmental
science major, participated in Barker's travel
study program to Ecuador as part of the
Amazonia Cloud Forest Biogeography course,
which gives students the opportunity to
experience biodiverSity and ecology up close.
"You learn a lot about yourself on the trip
and how much you respect nature and how
truly beautiful it is. Some of these animals

may be extremely dangerous but it was really
an honor to observe these creatures in such
close proximity," said Vanlderstine.
"Students are looking to do something
outside of their comfort zone," said Joel
Nemes, director of student development
and retention at NSU. "They'll experience
something that a lot of others haven't.
Going to Japan or China is more of a
unique experience. The place that they go
becomes a part of the learning experience
and it's a completely different experience to
read about something and then go there and
smell the food, hear the language and touch
the places."
Maria Callejas, freshman communication
studies major, is planning a travel study trip

to Colombia through a program offered by a
Colombian university.
"My career in the future is to be an
ambassador of the United States in Colombia.
Even though I'm Colombian, I haven't been
there for ten years. I don't know how the life
is now or the basic history of the country so
1 want to put myself in the situation where I
can learn these things and become a part of
their society," said Callejas.
NSU offers three different travel study
options. Students can participate in a program
offered at NSU, create an independent study
program with the assistance of a faculty
member or participate in a program offered at
another U.S. university or a university in the
host country.

-~--
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Junior goalkeeper establishes ON THE BENCH
'. herself as top player
CRAIG HEENIGHAN
Commentary by:

Written by:
Juan Vizcarrondo
Forwards grow up dreaming of
scoring beautiful goals that will make
fans stand up from their seats and
cheer their hearts out. Goalkeepers
have similar dreams. Their dream
is to make the spectacular save that
will make everybody's heart stop for
a split second.
Chrissy Hy, junior goalkeeper
for the women's soccer team, has
that dream and is using athletic
perseverance to achieve it. Hy is back
on the field and having a great season
after recovering from injuries.
Now a junior, she has established herself as an important
member of the team. The awards that
she has received prove this. Within
two weeks of the start of the season,
Hy was named Sunshine State Player
of the Week, and she received the
Defensive Player of the Week award
- but she wants more.
"This season has been exciting
and the good level of play displayed
adds pressure to continue to do
well," said Hy. "Every practice
must be taken seriously to continue
to perform at a higher level in
games, and as an individual I
honestly believe there is room to
keep growing."
Despite receiving numerous awards, Hy said that there are aspects
of her game that can always be
improved.
"I continue to work hard in
practice to improve my distribution,

holding on to the ball, and one-onone with forwards," said Hy. "That
is one of the reasons I am grateful for
being a goalkeeper. You never stop
growing and learning."

Who said golf
was boring?

Questions and Answers
with Chrissy Hy
If you could trade places with any

other person for a week, famous or
not famous, living or dead, real or
fictional, with whom would it be?
"Definitely a cartoon character:
Goofy! He is always laughing, acting
clumsy and having fun."
What would I find in your
refrigerator right now?
"Not much, mostly eggs, and Ruby
Tuesday leftovers."
Which soccer game did you enjoy
most in your career?
"My first game playing for NSU, that
same afternoon I fell off my scooter.
I came into the game and played one
of the best games of my life. Later
that week, I found out that I played
the game with a torn PCL. I guess
the adrenaline was pumping so much
I didn't feel pain at all."
If you had the option of choosing
one superpower, what would that
be?
"I would choose to fly."
If you won $20 million dol-

lars, what would you do with
the money?

COURTESY OF LAKESHOREFOUNDATION.CA

Goalkeeper Chrissy Hy s.t ops the opposing team
from scoring.

"First of all, I wouldn't tell anyone.
I would g~t . things I have always
wanted, and 19ive back plenty to my
parents for putting up with me. Also,
invite my dosest friend to a long
vacation around the world."
How would you describe yourself
in three words?'
"The first word goofy, the second
awesome, and the third cheerful."

Men's Soccer
The Sharks claimed their first Sunshine
State Conference win of the season w ith a
4-2 win over Eckerd College on Oct. 13.

Women's Volleyball
The Sharks' only game of the week ended in
defeat when they lost 3-2 to #5 nationally
ranked Tampa
on Oct. 9.

Women's Soccer
The Sharks clinched back-to-back victories
after defeating Tampa University 1-0 on Oct. 8
and Eckerd College 4-0 on Oct. 12.

There are days that every
sports fanatic craves. There are
days when the couch and a sixpack become your best friends.
There are days when everything
but sports ceases to exist - and
it's awesome.
Every sports nut has their
calendar marked with important
dates years in advance. No
matter the sport, no matter the
time, no matter the location
- once it's game time, sports
fans have only one thing on
their minds. On certain days of
the year the love for your team
intensifies, the hatred for the
opposition strengthens and the
number of empty beer bottles
increases. There is · something
about the first Thursday of the
NCAA basketball tournament
that is indescribable. There is
something about the NFL's
conference championship Sun.day that has fans steamed up.
And, there is something for
every sports fan.
Europe's
Ryder
Cup
triumph over the United States
highlighted the fact that Monday
finishes in golf are awesome especially at the Ryder Cup.
The scenes that unfolded at the
Celtic Manor in Wales in early
October were breathtaking.
A sport that is built on
gentlemanly conduct and polite
etiquette became a spectacle of
fist pumping and crowd singing.
Due to the inclement weather
in the U.K., the event was
pushed back a day and instead
of finishing on Sunday, like all
traditional golf tournaments,
it was moved to Monday. Golf
tournaments rarely finish on
a Monday, but when they do,
they don't disappoint. The
anticipation built up due to play
being postponed only increased
the atmosphere.
The Ryder Cup is the
standout tournament in golf.
There is an atmosphere that
is unique and one that cannot
be replicated in any other
tournament. For golf fans, it
is not often that you can join
together and cheer on a common
ally and boo a common enemy.
It is a unique sound to hear
chants usually heard at soccer

stadiums to be belted out in the
peaceful Welsh countryside.
The players embrace the
tournament as much as the fans .
As an individualistic sport, it is
imperative in golf to keep your
emotions in check and to try and
stay relaxed. However, at the
Ryder Cup all this is thrown out
of the window. Players feed off
of the crowd's energy. Players
suddenly come out of their
shells and show personality.
With every song the fans sing,
players reciprocate with a fist
pump. For three days, every two
years, an entire continent loves
to hate the United States. For
three days, every two years, the
United States loves to hate an
entire continent.
Whether it is a Sunday or
a Monday, the final day of the
Ryder Cup is one of the landmark
dates on the sporting calendar. It
is one of the few occasions when
golf fans can cheer on a team. It
is the one time fans can let their
hair down, drink a few beers
and make a lot of noise on a
golf course. The game is played
with a spirit and passion that is
sometimes missing from other
tournaments - golf suddenly becomes exciting to everybody.
Fans who don't usually follow
golf become enthralled in the
Ryder Cup.
Patriotism runs through the
veins of all sports fans and we
don't need an excuse to cheer on
our respective countries - and
in golf we don't get the chance to
very often. So, when the Ryder
Cup comes around we make the
most of it and it makes the final
day of the tournament one of the
best days in sports.
Off the Bench
After more than a year
at the newspaper, I will be
leaving The Current because I
am graduating from graduate
school. This will be my final On
the Bench column. Thank you to
everyone who read my column
and showed great support during
my time at the newspaper. It has
been a pleasure writing for The
Current, but sadly it is time for
me to get off the bench and start
the next chapter of my life.
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Written by:
Juan Gallo

It's a scientific fact (that I've
just made up) that it's impossible not
to smile while riding a jet ski. This
fact applies to certain other things
- watching a baby laugh, holding
a banjo, and eating a sundae. After
seeing Vampire Weekend, I'm now
adding that experience to the list.
When the band came out to
the song "All I Do is Win" by DJ
Khaled, I knew what kind of a night
it was going to be. The opening band,
The Very Best, alluded to what the
night was going to offer, repeatedly
referring to the show as a party and a party it was.
It's the perfect formula for a
good time - a packed house, one
of the best venues in South Florida,
the Fillmore, and one of the most
popular, fun-loving bands. Although
this was just their second South
. Florida appearance, you would have
thought they were natives by how
warmly they were received. And
despite the typical South Florida
showers that put a damper on the
day, spirits inside the Fillmore were
at an all-time high.
That's what has come to be
expected from the four ivy-league
chaps who always look like they're
minutes away from hopping on a sail
boat and sailing away. Not this night
though. Vampire Weekend anchored
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Swagbucks.com
Written by:
Annarely Rodriguez

Vampire Weekend

their vessel and played a set for
their adoring fans that included a
smorgasbord of songs from both of
their successful albums.
Vampire
Weekend
makes
it look easy to rock a crowd and
trigger movement in usually stiff
individuals. But how hard can that
be when you have songs that sound
as energetic and rhythmic as theirs?
From "M79" to "Cape Cod Kwassa
Kwassa," every song they played not
only inspired clapping and dancing,
it also provided lead singer Ezra
Koenig with a room full of backup singers.
Bassist Chris Baio lost all '
inhibitions, and was not afraid to
show it. He wasn't doing "The Jerk"
or "The two-step" up there, whatever
it was, it was a dance all his own, but
it was great. Drummer Chris Tomson
ditched his preppy facade and
became the wild, banging drummer
who pounded the beat of the bass
drum through the floor, into the

crowd's feet, and up to their spine.
The only band member who looked
out of place was Rostam Batmanglij,
on keyboards and guitar. He seemed
focused and concentrated on all the
technicalities of the performance.
It was probably his meticulous
nature. After all, he did produce
the bands second album, "Contra,"
and is perhaps, one of the musical
masterminds of the group.
A dazzling coordination of
lights added to the visual spectacle
that was the show. One instance,
in which Ezra inspired the crowd
to lift their hands and wiggle their
fingers, is exactly what I was talking
about when I was saying that there
are some things you really can't do
without smiling. I had a smile on my
face ¢~ whole time. It just does not
get much better than this band, doing
what they do best, and you being
there to experience it for yourself. If
you missed it, make sure you catch it
next time.

Swagbucks.com is more than a
search engine. It is a virtual Chuck
E. Cheese's. You can play (or search)
and accumulate points to get cool
prizes. Here's how it works.
When you use Swagbucks.
com, you receive points or "bucks,"
ranging from 1 to 100, which you can
exchange for items in their online
store. The store has items ranging
from accessories and gift cards to
electronics and seasonal specials.
However, that is not all.
There are many other ways to
get Swagbucks points. If you
recommend the site to your friends,
you will receive the first 100 points
they receive. You can also get points
when you answer their surveys or
trade in your old cell phones, games
or gaming consoles. Every hour the
site picks a random winner who is
awarded 100 points.
You can also earn Swag "bucks"
if you take advantage of their daily
offers. They usually include other
services, like Netflix, Equifax, and
buycostumes.com. If you register

with one of the services in the
Swagbucks daily specials you can
earn between 10 and 700 "bucks."
Finally, you can take the daily poll
and earn points that way, too.
Once you have points, not only
can you use them in the store, you
can also use them in the Swags takes
section of the site. There, you can bid
on an item against other users.
While you have to register to
use the site, registration and usage
are free. You can also get a widget
to place on your Facebook profile or
Web site, to get your friends to use
Swagbucks and get their points.
You don't get points every
time you search, though, and there
is no fixed amount of points you
get each time. You may get 5 points
when you search for "Monday Night
Football results" today, but you may
get 50 "bucks" when you search for
"Rangers vs. Devils 2010 schedule"
five days later.
So, next time you need to
find something online head over to
Swagbucks.com and get the answer
you need, plus the toy you want.

Give your best sales pitch.
Win an iPad.
"

I

Whether you're selling a product or yourself, the ability to communicate
effectively is fundamental. Start practicing your sales skills now and see if you
have what it takes.
All NSU undergraduate students are invited to the new Sales Institute to record
a 60-second video sales pitch answering the question "Why I am NSU."
Faculty members will judge the entries and select five finalists, which will then
be posted on NSU's website for open online voting to determine the winners.

PRIZES
- 1st Place: 16 GB Apple iPad (or $500 gift card to Apple store),
and a $1,000 university-sponsored donation to the NSU club,
organization or athletic team you are a member of
- Second Place: $250 American Express gift card
-Third Place: $100 American Express gift card

~
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Registration
September 28 to November 3

Filming
October 25-27
and November 3-5

Online Voting

Register online today at
nova.edu/salespitch

November 15-28

Announcement of Winners
November 30, 12:00 p.m. at

The Sales Institute
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"My Soul to Take"
took DIy soul
to boredoDl
Written by:
Satnantha Harfenist
You would expect a film by Wes
Craven to have at least something
akin to his previous "Nightmare on
Elmstreet" films. But "My Soul to
Take" has the writing ability closer
to that of the writers of "Sesame
Street." And, with the actors being
as terrible as they were, Craven
mig~t've been better off hiring
Elmo. I know I was channeling
The Count about halfway through
the movie, wondering how many
more minutes I had to go before the
film ended.
"My Soul to Take" is a horror
film about seven teenagers who were
born on the same day that a vicious
serial killer died. On their sixteenth
birthdays, the teens are picked off
one by one as it seems the murderer is
back from the dead, or in the body of
one of the kids.
The film doesn't make sense from
one scene to another. Instead, it appears
to be miscellaneous lines and scattered
emotions strewn together. What's
supposed to be a horror movie flips
back and forth from a coming-of-age
drama, to an after-school special, to a
gory B- movie.
It never explains why the killer
'decides to come back on the kids'
sixteenth birthday.
The Significance of this year in
their lives seems pointless. When I
was sixteen, I was applying zit cream
and pondering the complexities of
sex at that age. Considering that this

The perfect
chick flick

is an R-rated movie, and you have
to be over 17 to see it, the young W1itten by:
age loses its personal appeal to Alyssa Sterkel
the audience.
The only excuse for Craven's
Can a movie review consist of
timing that comes to mind is that the only three words, "I loved it?" Or is
murderer wants to keep brainless teens that too little?
from getting their driver's licenses.
"Life as We Know It," starring
And brainless they are. The Katherine Heigl and Josh Duhamel, is
stereotypical characters don't curry a romantic comedy about two single
any favor from the audience. When adults who unexpectedly gain joint
the killer went after one of them, custody of their recently deceased
I was indifferent. In some cases, I friends' daughter. The film follows
was rooting for the murderer. That's the lives of this newly-formed family
not good, Wes. Your audience really and their many firsts, like suburban
shouldn't be cheering for the violent barbeques and poopy diapers.
COURTESlY OF WWW.ALLMOVIEPHOTO.COM
The movie is what every chick Actress Katherine Heigl plays Holly Berenson, one
serial killer.
"My Soul to Take" was another flick should be. It has the I'm-too- of two godparents left to take care of their friends'
daughter, Sophie, after they die in the movie "Life
addition to the "useless 3D" genre. It attractive-to-make-plans guy and the as We Know It"
didn't need 3D. And if I hadn't been obsessive compulsive, I-can-get-aforced to wear those cheap, pinching guy-I-just-don't-have-one girl, who audience to their relationship years
glasses on my face for an hour and initially reject each other like oil earlier, which is an understanding that
a half, I wouldn't have noticed the and water, but then unexpectedly get they are only friends because of their
difference. There isn't one memorable thrown together in a turn of events mutual friends, Allison and Peter, who
that only Hollywood could create.
have named them godparents of their
scene of popping 3D action.
The opening sequences tell of daughter Sophie. Just when you don't
And then there was the "ah ha"
moment at the end where everything Holly (Heigl) and Messer (Duhamel)'s want the inevitable to happen, Allison
is explained. Except, there wasn't. I first meeting, showing that they are and Peter die leaving Sophie in the
left the theater just as confused about as different as a Harley and a smart hands of the surprised and equallythe plot as I was 10 minutes into it. car. The film then introduces the unequipped Holly and Messer.
It bothered me enough that I went
online. After visiting half a dozen
sites, I realized that no one appears to
know exactly what happened.
What is most disappointing
about the film is that Wes Craven is
one of the great masters of horror.
Unfortunately, I wouldn't recommend
this film unless you want to leave
the theaters bored, confused and
slightly aggravated.
Dreamgirls
Ziff Ballet Opera
House at the
Arsht Center in
Miami 8 p.m.

love lost, and love he can't have, with
catchy, arena-anthem type power.
He brings the volume down in
the next track "Rock Crowd," which
is an easy-going, melodic ditty,
the kind that brightens your day.
Particularly so, ill this case, because
it's a dedication to the fans and the
"rock crowd" who come to his shows
and share the music experience with
him. Yom continues to bring it on the
rest of the tracks, making sure his amp
is turned up loud, but his microphone
is even louder.
Whether you know him or not,
whether you like him or not, your
preconceived notions will probably
remain the same after listening to this
album. It does nothing to sway your
opinion. I like Pete Yom and this
album reiterates that for me. It's more
of the same Pete Yom, but that's good.
Why fix it if it's not broken?
Yom is doing something
right. He's a talented musician and
he's making great music, and if
he continues to make albums like
this one, I would be OK with that.
And if it turns out his nickname is,
affectionately, Pistol Pete, that would
be even better. .

Friday Night Explorers
Gumbo Limbo Nature Center
7p.m.

Fort Lauderdale
International Film
Festival Bailey Concert
Hall 7 p.m.

Viva Broward! 2010
Pompano Citi Centre 7 p.m.

The Toasters

Rise of the Heavyweights

Culture Room in Ft. Lauderdale
7:30 p.m.

Hard Rock Live in Hollywood 8 p.m.

Edward Sharpe & the Magnetic Zeros
Culture Room in Ft. Lauderdale 8 p.m.

OK, so Pete Yom's nickname
is not "Pistol Pete," or maybe it is.
I don't know him. But it should be.
The guy fires off albums like it was
high noon at Dodge City and someone
had just spoken to his lady all wrong.
His latest work is the self-titled "Pete
Yom," and Pistol Pete is quick at
the draw.
As far as studio albums go,
"Pete Yom," is Yom's sixth album
in less than ten years, although one
album is last year's duet with Scarlett
Johansson, "Break Up." Columbia
Records signed Yom in 1999, and
he blew up after releasing album
afti album that won lots of critical
praIse. His track record includes
brilliant, popular songs like "Life
on a Chain," "Come Back Home,"
"Strange Condition," and my personal
favorite, which you should download
immediately, "Crystal Village."
Yom fuses emotionally introspective lyrics, with powerful,
distortion-laden riffs, which leave
no doubt that what he's making is
rock music. This latest album is
no exception. The opening track,
"Precious Stone," is Yom singing of

One of the essential aspects
of any chick flick is the onscreen
chemistry between the actors. Heigl
and Duhamel step outside of their
lives and into the lives of Holly and
Messer, creating two individuals that
for two hours, I knew intimately.
They argued, laughed, yelled, smiled,
talked, and cried like, well, two
single adults being thrown into joint
parenthood. But more than that,
they were two individuals that I was
cheering for throughout.
This onscreen chemistry was
fueled by an engaging script and witty
dialogue. The film was filled with
endless one-liners that we, girls, are
bound to use in everyday lingo much like the chick flick answer to
"The Hangover." And even despite
its Hollywood fingerprints, the script
succeeded in providing a storyline
that not only entertains the audience,
but brings us along the rollercoaster
ride that is raising a child.
"Life as We Know It" is a film
for a first date, for a mom and dad's
night out, and for any girl who is a
sucker for a classic romcom.

Friday 10.22

Pistol Pete's
(Yorn) aim is true
Written by:
Juan Gallo
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Saturday 10.23
Florida Panters vs. New York Is1anders
BankAtlantic Center in Sunrise 7 p.m. •

Wednesday 10.20
Cowboy
Mouth
Culture Room
in Ft.
Lauderdale
8 p.m.

Painted Canvas Candle Mat
Class- Make &Take Cypress Hammock
Park in Pompano 7 p.m.

Thursday 10.21

25 th Annual Fort Lauderdale
International Film Festival
Cinema Paradiso in Ft. Lauderdale 3 p.m.

23 rd Annual Las Olas Art Fair Las Olas Blvd. in
Ft. Lauderdale 10 a.m.

Meet and Greet with Horror Legend Linda
Blair from "The Exorcist" Seminole Coconut
Creek Casino 7 p.m.

Dane Cook
Cruzan Ampitheater in
West Palm Beach 8 p.m.

Circa Survive with Special
Guests Revolution Live in Ft.
Lauderdale 6:30 p.m.

Fashion Designers Expo Florida
Newport Beachside Resort in Miami 7 p.m.

Sunday 10.24
Capleton
Revolution Live in Ft. Lauderdale 8 p.m.

Shriek Week Halloween
Willow Theatre at Sugar Sand ParI< in Boca
Raton 10 a.m.

Monday 10.25

BankAtlantic Center in Sunrise

NFL Week 7: Miami
Dolphins vs. Pittsburgh
Steelers Sun Life Stadium

8:30 p.m.

in Miami 1 p.m.

vs. Dallas Stars
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·Stewart and Colbert's plea:
"Take it down a'notch, America"
Written by:
Saxnantha Harfemst

Hysterical paranoia has become rampant
in this country. CNN, Fox, MSNBC, PBS. If
it's a news network, it's feeding the public
sharp-edged anxiety pills. And the majority
of us are swallowing them - without water.
But instead of a scratched throat, we have raw
nerve-endings.
In response to this, the host of "The Daily
Show," Jon Stewart, will hold a "Rally for
Sanity" in Washington, D.C. Stewart is using
his notoriety to show the public just how out
of control we've all become.
Similarly, Stephen Colbert, host of "The
Colbert Report" is set to host a rally entitled,
"Keep Fear Alive." This tongue-in-cheek
counter-offensive, served up by Stewart's
"frenemy," sends the same message, but in a
different way.
Colbert has been known for his witty
sarcasm. In one statement, regarding the
rally, the news reporter said, "Reason was
one letter away from treason. Most people

would consider this a coincidence, but not us,
America." This laughable statement reflects
the ridiculous state ot' fear-mongering in our
country. Some believe our president is aligned
with Islamic terrorists and that he's secretly
sabotaging our security in order to allow alQaida into our borders. Don't let mosques be
built anywhere in the United States because
they're a recruiting ground for terrorists. My
mother insists that we shouldn't eat food
shipped in from China because they are secretly
poiSOning us. Apparently, preservatives are the
new Anthrax.
Stewart and Colbert have cast a wide net
with their influence. The duo yields a lot of
weight in the news world, partly because of the
power they have on people. After legendary
newscaster Walter Cronkite died, Stewart was
voted the Most Trusted Man in America.
Stewart's effect on the public hasn't gone
unnoticed. Everyone from Oprah to Obama
has endorsed Stewart's rally. If Americans

can't see how hysterical they've gotten, then
maybe these two compelling reporters can
help enlighten us.
Perhaps people, from both parties, will
pay attention to a reasonable voice. Our
country is in a state of mass hysteria akin to
the nervous ticks of Chiwawas. And nothing
huge has happened.

So, follow Stewart and Colbert's advice.
Take it down a notch, America. Cut back on
the coffee. Get a therapist. Hell, do yoga.
Or go to the rally in D.C. Who knows, it
may be just what America needs - a muchneeded dose of reality and a larger dose of
comedic Valium.

KFC loses its

America's recession:
Dlarket share and The manure clogging our
economic toilet bowlits dignity
T1'1itten by:

Written by:

KerenMoros

Saxnantha Harfemst

KFC is starting to lose its grip on the
college population. And I hope that their latest
marketing strategy doesn't tighten this grip.
Why? Recently, the fas.t-food chain claimed
that more than six out of ten 18 to 25 year olds
couldn't identify Colonel Sanders in the KFC
logo. But instead of coming up with a creative
advertisement strategy, KFC decided to take
the low road.
To promote their new Double Down
bunless sandwich, KFC started paying college
women $500 to give out gift certificates on
their campuses while wearing fitted sweatpants
with the words "double down" on their rears.
This marketing ploy not only shows how
pathetic KFC has become in their desperate
attempt to reach a tough age group, but it is
also sexist. It degrades women to a for-displayonly status.
Sadly, it's not just KFC who's doing this.
How many times have you seen women's
bodies used to sell products? Our society has
become accustomed to seeing women's bodies
being used to sell things as if they were faceless.mannequins.
Where does KFC - come off telling
us that it's OK to use a woman's body for
advertising? When you treat someone as an
object, that person starts to become an object.
When a beautiful woman's body is used to sell
everything from cars to beauty products, she is
likened to a common billboard or a sign on a
car. It's dehumanizing. And it makes me sick.
KFC and other advertisers who take
advantage of beauty to tell us what we need to

buy are lowering the status of women to satisfy
their own selfish want for money. The women
are simply pawns in KFC's greater plans to
have every 18 to 25-year-old men go to the
Colonel's for lunch.
However, this sexist plot may backfire.
Putting "double down" on a young woman's
behind probably doesn't bring a guy's mind
directly to food.
Having a woman in an advertisement isn't
wrong, but disrespecting her in the process is.
There's a clear line between displaying men
and women equally and respectfully in an
advertisement and using their bodies to sell
products just for the company's gain.
My body is a gift, unique to me. It is
under my responsibility and care. It isn't a
cheap advertisement. It isn't a precursor to free
coupons or gift certificates. It's a part of who I
am and it deserves as much respect as the other
aspects of my personality do.
And so I give a sarcastic thank you to
KFC for teaching us that it's OK to use women
as cheap scapegoats. It doesn't matter that
their bodies are used to sell food that will only
make us unhealthy and you richer. Apparently
KFC, it doesn't matter that you have made a
point of saying that your main target is men,
as if women don't eat fast food. As long as
you get a nice chunk of change from the new
demographic you're reaching, and swarms
of college men eat your new sandwich, you
don't seem to care what you're doing to
these women.

How many of you have been fired or laid
off in the past two years? The economy has
been in the toilet for more than two years. The
more jobs that are lost, the more drops into the
economic bowl.
I applaud the president for attempting
to keep hope alive. Without this fundamental
piece of emotional placation, our society would
collapse. But there are only so many iliiIes that
you can raise the public's hope before they feel
like they're being jerked around.
This is the worst economic catastrophe
since the terrible times of the Great Depression.
You think waiting for that next paycheck is
stressful? Just ask Grandma what the world
was like when she was our age to find out
what being short on cash is truly like. When
my grandparents met during the war, my
grandfather used to send her pantyhose as a
jester of courting. That's right, boys and girls,
receiving clothing was a guy's way of trying
to get into your pants_ And we're well on our
way there again, so guys, stock up on Victoria's
Secret merchandise.
President Roosevelt, the dude who ran the
country during the Great Depression, yanked
America out of its economic black hole by
creating hundreds of new jobs. This enabled
people to earn money and recycle it back into
the marketplace.
I keep hearing Obama's following in
FDR's footsteps, but I'm not seeing the
benefits. People are still out of jobs, struggling
to keep their homes and struggling to feed their

families. Students aren't able to get jobs in
their fields, overwhelmed by loans.
The job that I've had for about 18 months
hasn't given any raises to its employees. With
the economy being the way it is, employers
know that they can bend their workers over
a barrel.
Having voted .for our current president,
it's becoming increasingly harder to defend
him to my Republican mother. And I'm not the
only one. Many Democrats are getting kicked
like an abused puppy. We want to say Obama's
doing a great job. But the truth is, he's just
doing his best. And with so many people
suffering, that's simply not good enough.
As my graduation day quickly approaches,
I worry if there will be a job out there for me.
Unless our government finds a fiscal plunger
quickly, you should be worried, too.

- ~ --~---
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Segway at your own risk
Written by:
Juan Gallo

Segways are most popular nothing happened to the owner. So,
among mall cops. The only other what does this say about the safety of
people who use them are, maybe, the vehicle?
tourists on the beach who don't want
Accidents happen. God forbid,
to walk. However, if you didn't want but you could die in your sleep
to ride them before because they were from some freak accident like a bird
un-cool, now, you won't want to ride crashing through your window and
them because they can kill you.
knocking down the chandelier hanging
On Sept. 27, a sad story was over your head. I don't know. Stuff
reported in the news. Jirni Heselden, happens. But, this death on a Segway
laid-off coal miner who became a seems ironic. This is the invention
self-made millionaire and bought that was supposed to revolutionize
SEGWAY, INC. was found dead at transportation. I'm surprised it wasn't
the bottom of a cliff in London, with a bigger hit in the United States
his Segway at his side. Details are where, more and more, walking to get
unclear, but a witness saw the man fall the mail seems like a tedious chore
30 feet from the River Wharfe cliff, to some people. Let's face it: People
where he had been cruising on his are lazy.
segway. Although it's tragic that this
There are environmental advanman is dead, and in no way do I intendtages to the Segway. SEGWAY, INC.
on joking about that, this does bring says that their device is 11 times more
up an alarming question: Huh?
efficient than the average American
This wasn't some Joe Schmoe. car, and it has no emissions. Still,
It was the owner of the company. If the crafty Segway only became
anyone should know how to handle popular with some police departments
one of these bad boys, and feel and private security firms who use
completely safe, shouldn't it be him? them to patrol the mean corridors of
RemeITIber all the Toyota recalls? neighborh<?od shopping m~ll~ .
Those cars were pretty dangerous, but
Maybe ' they didn't become

COURTESY OF WWWPALMBEACHPOST.COM

The owner of the parent company of the invention, the segway, died in a segway-related accident.

more popular because their safety
has often been questioned. Aside
from this latest incident, there have
been other examples of the negative
consequences to boarding one of
these death traps. There is an elusive
YouTube video of President George
W. Bush having quite a mishap on a
Segway. Just do yourself a favor and
YouTube "Segway accidents." It's
like an "America's Funniest Home
Videos," best of, episode. But despite
all the accidents, there haven't been

that many Segway related deaths and
that's what makes this occurrence
so bizarre.
In 2006, SEGWAY, INC. recalled
its product because a problem with
the software was causing owners to
suddenly reverse the direction of the
wheels, causing riders to fall off. New
Jersey lawyer Samuel Davis said the
Segways are difficult to control and
are not that stable. They also don't
_ do well on gravel or bumpy surfaces.
Others, however, swear by the

product, claiming they have never had
any accidents, and that the product
is safe as long as riders adhere to
its limitations.
So the decision is entirely
up to you. Perhaps, this casualty
will popularize the device with
daredevils seeking their latest thrill
once skateboarding, motocross, or
skydiving have lost its charm. As for
me, I will stay away from Segways,
because I cherish my life, and call me
crazy, but I like walking.

On the Scene
As told to:
Stephanie Goby

A unique Web site, www.uglyschmucks.com. was created to help unattractive people find their life partners in a quick and easy way.
On it, people submit pictures of themselves and vote on how attractive each member is.

What is your definition of ugly?
"Ugly, to me, is being unconfident in yourself with
no respect toward others or their feelings."
Lemar Dyer, senior business
administration major

"Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, first and
foremost. Ugly can be defined in various ways
based on different peoples' ideas and views.
Although, looks may have no specific definition
to me, an ugly person is not one that is physically
unattractive, but one that has no morals, scruples
or manners in any given situation."
Ted Delcima, junior double majoring in
business administration and legal studies

"I don't define people as ugly. I refer to
them as unattractive."
Alex St.Preux, senior business administration
with a concentration in marketing major

"To me ugly and beautiful go hand in hand,
depending on how you carry yourself."
Spencer Scott, business administration major

"I think beauty and ugliness are based
on personality."
Alex Dero, sophomore psychology major

"I believe that ugly is what I am not attracted
to; this can range from physical attributes to
personality characteristics."
Angel Arroyo Jr., freshmen with an
undecided major
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